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1.Charge Flow at High Energy

• Why Charge Flow is Different than Energy Flow

– Both are stable under collinear splittings and recombination, but
 

– But charge has an instability under soft radiation (starting at α2
s.)

 

• Nevertheless, soft fermions “stay soft” in perturbation theory up to calculable corrections

 

• It makes sense to use perturbation theory to organize flavor flow – one constituent
determines the pion
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• There have been great advances in the use of energy flow concepts to organize jet
evolution and isolate observables that are sensitive to the perturbative-nonperturbative
transition.
(L. Dixon, I. Moult, H.X. Zhu, 1905.01310, Phys. Rev. D 100 and talk by Ian Moult at
this workshop.)

• It is also possible to construct jet flavor definitions with well-defined evolution.
(A. Banfi, G. Salam, G. Zanderighi, EJP (2006) . . . S. Caletti, A. Larkoski, S. Marzani,
D. Reichelt, 2205.01117)

• Here, we will not focus on IR safety, but approach the connection of nonperturbative
and perturbative pQCD from a more exclusive direction.

• Perhaps contemporary and prospective detectors (as for EIC) have potential to use flavor
flow as a probe of hadronization.
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• If we didn’t already know it, could we “discover” a string-based model of hadronization?

• To this end, propose an observable that is sensitive to hadronization through charge or
flavor correlations, linked to the particles with the highest energies in a jet.

– Consider jets in which the leading particle (L) and next-to-leading (NL) are both
pions. Comment: This is for convenience only, because it makes the counting simpler.

– If the charges of these pions are random (or if L is fixed and NL is random) then for
those events where both L and NL pions are charged,

N random
CC = N random

CC =
N random

2
, (1)

where CC indicates opposite charges, CC, same charge.

– Now consider an “alternating” picture: perturbative shower gives qL followed by q̄
′
NL,

which form pions by sharing a soft pair:

qL + q̄NL → qL + (q̄s + qs) + q̄
′
NL → π(qL, q̄s) + π(qs, q̄

′
NL) (2)

Then we get

N alternating
CC = N alternating ,

N alternating
CC = 0 , (3)

and all pairs of L and NL charged pions have opposite charges.
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– Suppose every event results from one of these two processes, with no interference.
If a is the percentage of “alternating” events and 1− a of “random” events

rasy ≡
NCC − NCC

NCC + NCC

=
1− a

2
−

1− a
2

+ a

 = −a . (4)

In this (classical) picture a measurement of rasy is a measurement of the fraction
of hadronizations that are “string-like”, energetic quark and antiquark sharing a soft
pair. This is surely too simple, but this measurement has information.

– Naively, we expect a ∼ 0.5, if the shower gives L/NL quarks/antiquarks indepen-
dently.

– Measurements of r can be made differentially in fractions zL and zNL in a jet, and in
terms of a variety of “transverse” kinematic variables: relative transverse momentum,
pair invariant mass, pair formation time, etc, including polarization where applicable.
These can serve as benchmarks for a future theory of hadronization.
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2. Intrajet Leading-Particle Correlations

• We define an asymmetry:

1
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19 The analysis of high energy collisions requires the
20 treatment of both perturbative and nonperturbative aspects
21 of the strong interactions. Many observable processes,
22 especially those involving jet production and energy flow
23 substructure are fundamentally perturbative [1]. The uni-
24 versality of nonperturbative jet evolution reflected in
25 single-particle inclusive data requires a description that
26 combines perturbative coefficients with nonperturbative
27 fragmentation functions [2]. At the other extreme, the
28 prediction of fully exclusive final states, involving multiple
29 identified particles, requires the full technology of event
30 generators including models of hadronization [3–7].
31 Accurate and systematically improvable perturbative cal-
32 culations and parton shower Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
33 [8–11] are also essential for describing partonic distribu-
34 tions before hadronization.1 In this paper, we point out that

35the tagging of particle flavor and momenta within jets can
36provide robust sets of observables that are dependent on the
37dynamics of hadronization. Such observables can test
38existing models and perhaps lead to new insights.
39In order to extract localized hadronization features, we
40focus in this study exclusively on the leading and next-to-
41leading energy hadrons within jets and examine their origin
42from a boosted, intrinsically nonperturbative system sur-
43rounding high energy partons.2 Given the identified leading
44hadron H1 and next-to-leading hadron H2, the two-particle
45correlation spans a kinematic phase space [15], encoding
46the conditional probability of observing H2 in the presence
47of H1. We define a charge correlation ratio, rc, from the
48differential cross sections dσH1H2

=dX to quantify flavor and
49kinematic dependence of hadronization in the production of
50H1 ¼ h1 and H2 ¼ h2 or h2 (the antiparticle of h2),

rcðXÞ ¼
dσh1h2=dX − dσh1h2=dX

dσh1h2=dX þ dσh1h2=dX
: ð1Þ

5152We will explore the dependence of rc on a variety of
53kinematic variables, X. In the definition, Eq. (1),H1 andH2

54can in principle be arbitrary hadron species, including
55charged and neutral hadrons.
56We first focus on the correlations among charged
57hadrons, since they can be identified using efficient
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1While lattice quantum chromodynamics (QCD) methods have
made great strides in calculating hadronic properties such as mass
spectra, QCD phase diagram, parton distribution functions
(PDFs), and other relevant QCD matrix elements [12], the
application of these methods to hadronization remains for the
future.

2In contrast, the abundant soft particles may collectively come
from all possible soft event activities, whose specific perturbative
or nonperturbative origins are challenging to identify individually
[13,14].
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Inclusive or differential various kinematic variables X = fform, kT .

• The L-NL kinematics:

Formation time

Formation time = [2z(1-z) P] / kperp2

"form < 1fm  : L and NL particles seem to separate after a very 
short time, which might decorrelate their hadronization.

"form > 10 fm (Kperp< 200 MeV) : nonperturbative transverse 
momenta in the jet, and we don't think that going to longer 
"form or smaller kperp leads to new dynamics

Important region to study in data "form = "a few 
fermi" and "a few dozen fermi",  kperp= “a few 
GeV” to “several hundred MeV”
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• Applied to the population of MCEG events:

163 polarizations, and leave the study of hadronization for
164 polarized states for future work.
165 Figure 1 shows the inclusive distributions in z and k⊥.
166 They are clearly nonperturbative in origin, with the curve in
167 z rising sharply away from z¼ 0, and k⊥ falling exponen-
168 tially. If the two leading hadrons originate from an intrinsi-
169 cally nonperturbative process in their rest frame, their
170 relative transverse momentum should be at a nonperturba-
171 tive energy scale while the formation time would be
172 Lorentz dilated. Also, the Lorentz boost effect implies that
173 the two hadrons may tend to carry comparable momenta so
174 that z is of the order of 1=2, while their relative k⊥ would
175 remain at a nonperturbative scale. In contrast, z≈ 1=2 is
176 disfavored if the next-to-leading hadron comes from the
177 fragmentation of perturbative, soft emission.
178 Figure 2 shows on a logarithmic scale the distributions of
179 the leading dihadron formation time tform for π",K" andpp̄,
180 with their electric charges of the same sign [Hþ

1 H
þ
2 orH−

1H
−
2 ,

181 panel (a)] or opposite signs [H−
1H

þ
2 orHþ

1 H
−
2 , panel (b)]. In

182 comparing the two left panels, we can already see the
183 dominance of opposite-charged pairs over same charges.
184 The distributions in Fig. 2 peak between 1 and 10 fm and
185 decrease at large (≳10 fm) and small (≲1 fm) formation
186 time. Panel (c) shows the charge correlation ratio rc as a
187 function of tform. With the sign convention, we see that rc is
188 mostly negative, with significant differences in the corre-
189 lations among the hadron species. It is highly unlikely to
190 produce same sign pp or p̄ p̄ compared to pp̄. Also, it is
191 much more likely to observe two leading kaons with
192 opposite signs due to strangeness conservation in the
193 production of ss̄ quark pair. If an energetic sea s (or s̄)
194 quark is struck out of the proton,4 its flavor correlation with

195another ss̄ pair which contributes to producing the other
196energetic kaon within the jet should be weak perturbatively.
197The strong K" correlation indicates either strong non-
198perturbative flavor constraints, or that the two leading
199kaons are produced by a single ss̄ pair from gluon splitting
200or string breaking. There is a weaker tendency to produce
201opposite-sign leading pions. For large formation time
202where the dynamics is dominated by nonperturbative
203physics, the strength of the correlation is stronger and flat.
204This region typically corresponds to energetic, collinear
205dihadrons with k⊥ ≲ 200 MeV. On the other hand, corre-
206lations are weaker at small formation time, hinting at early
207time de-correlations for wide-angle, perturbative emissions.
208The intermediate transition region is then sensitive to the
209variation of charge correlation strength. Note that HERWIG

210and PYTHIA show distinct features for pions and kaons at
211tform ≲ 10 fm. The observed discrepancy largely reflects
212the different transition behaviors between perturbative and
213nonperturbative limits implemented in simulations.
214The correlations we discuss here are clearly nonpertur-
215bative in origin, although in general charge correlations are
216not always nonperturbative. At large enough k⊥, perturba-
217tive charge correlations between leading dihadrons would
218depend on universal fragmentation within different jets or
219subjets. For such dihadrons, charge correlations can be
220inherited from the partons that initiate the jets or subjets,
221analogously to the case of spin correlations [68–72], but we
222anticipate these correlations to be much smaller than the
223ones we observe here. This reflects the previous observa-
224tion that rc decreases in size as tform vanishes (Fig. 2).
225We also examine rc as a function of k⊥, as shown in
226Fig. 3. The correlation decreases in absolute value as k⊥
227increases on the scale of 1–2 GeV. The description of rc
228over this k⊥ range will require both perturbative and
229nonperturbative inputs. Detailed comparisons of data and
230event generator output will help clarify the degrees of
231freedom necessary to provide a full picture of hadronization
232throughout this region.
233We show in Fig. 4 the charge correlation ratio rc versus
234two hard scales of the process,Q2 (left panel) and pjet

T (right
235panel). Each shows an extraordinary scaling of rc with
236these variables. This behavior of the event generators may
237reflect a built-in boost invariance of the hadronization
238process. In data, whether from the EIC or previous DIS
239experiments, we might expect a more noticeable evolution
240with Q2 or pjet

T . This is an appealing example, where the
241high statistics of EIC experiments may provide new tests of
242the hadronization models built into event generators, and
243their interface with perturbative showers.
244In the case that the struck quark of the DIS process is a
245valence u or d, producing a leading pion, we can study the
246implications of flavor in hadronization concretely, by
247requiring a leading, mixed-flavor πK correlation. Here,
248we use string model inspired reasoning. Panel (a) in Fig. 5
249illustrates the dominant partonic channel for producing a
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250 leading π−ðdūÞ and a next-to-leading Kþðus̄Þ. A gluon
251 splits to ss̄, either perturbatively or nonperturbatively, and a
252 single string can be formed connecting the struck valence d
253 quark and the s̄ quark. The string breaking can result in the
254 production of π−Kþ.5 Other hadron species combinations

255of π−K− and πþK$ need more complicated string con-
256figurations and breaking which are phase space and energy
257disfavored. Therefore rc is expected to be stronger for
258π−K$ compared to πþK$. This expectation is borne out in
259panel (c) in Fig. 5, where the charge correlation indeed is
260stronger in π−K$ compared to πþK$ in PYTHIA simula-
261tions. On the other hand, HERWIG does not show a similar
262hierarchy. In the low pjet

T region the correlation strength of
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• For the full set of events,

– z = pNL/(pL + pNL) is peaked near 0.5.

– Relative k⊥ peaked at below 0.5 GeV with exponential falloff.

– rc is nonzero, remarkably independent of Q and jet pT .

– Similar, but not identical in Herwig, Phythia.

• a ∼ −0.5, for pions ↔ “alternating” half the time – close to dominant for kaons,
protons.
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• rc as a function of formation time and transverse momentum
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5In comparison, a struck u quark and a d̄d pair from string
breaking will form π−K0 which is not included in our current
discussion.
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• Signs of three regions.

• Smaller |rc| for small formation time ↔ large k⊥.
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• Mixed-flavor combinations have further constraints

• Example: Quark content of K-Pi.

• in DIS, start with leading u or d quark and start with energetic s or s̄ in the partonic
shower. Try to hadronize by creating a pair.

– u+ s→ π+ +K− = (u, d̄) + (s, ū)

– u+ s̄→ π+ +K+ = (u, d̄) + (s̄, u)

– d+ s→ π− +K− = (d, ū) + (s, ū)

– d+ s̄→ π− +K+ = (d, ū) + (s̄, u) ← Only here do sea quarks make a pair

263 πþK" is even stronger than π−K" for HERWIG, which is an
264 opposite trend compared to PYTHIA.
265 Viewing this qualitative discrepancy, we examine the
266 capability of the EIC with realistic detector simulations, to
267 see if future experimental uncertainty will allow us to
268 distinguish the πK correlations. As shown in Panel (c), the
269 PYTHIA EIC smear results are in excellent agreement with
270 the true distributions. The critical part of particle identi-
271 fication at the EIC is at midrapidity where the goal is set to
272 identify π=K with 3σ separation up to 10 GeV in momen-
273 tum. Depending on the proton beam energies at the EIC,
274 high-energy jets may be most common at forward rapidity,
275 which may promote π=K separation at relatively high
276 momentum. The EIC is expected to meet such a goal,
277 and possible detector development and R&D is discussed
278 in the yellow report [16]. Future measurements at the EIC
279 will thus be able to provide experimental constraints on
280 the hadronization models valid for the πK and other
281 correlations.
282 We close with a few comments on how the studies here
283 can be extended. Adapting these analyses to archived data
284 from past experiments should be possible, and may already
285 lead to new insights, for example in testing the tight scaling
286 of MC output in Q2 and jet pjet

T (see Fig. 4).
287 Generalizations of rc to observables that include multiple
288 subleading particles and perhaps to form N-particle charge

289correlations, may be guided by the distributions of events in
290the relative momentum space. The study of leading
291dihadron correlations with respect to the full kinematic
292distribution [73] and the relation to perturbative jet showers
293through jet declustering and grooming [74–76] is ongoing.
294Promoting our hadronic studies to subjet charge correlation
295among leading subjets is also a promising direction.
296More generally, understanding the flow of flavor within
297jets will require high-precision observations in momentum
298space, like those we have discussed above, supplemented
299by strong capabilities in particle identification. We believe
300that this is a promising approach toward a deeper under-
301standing of the transition from partonic to hadronic degrees
302of freedom in quantum chromodynamics.
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F5:1 FIG. 5. Panel (a): Illustration of the dominant partonic channel for producing a leading π− and a next-to-leading Kþ. The struck
F5:2 valance d quark (green) emits a gluon which splits into an s̄spair. The string connecting d and s̄breaks and creates a ūu pair which then
F5:3 forms π−Kþ. Panel (b): Charge correlation ratio rc as a function of p

jet
T for leading πþK" (black) and π−K" (red) in HERWIG simulations.

F5:4 Panel (c): Charge correlation ratio rc as a function of p
jet
T for leading πþK" (black) and π−K" (red) in PYTHIA simulations (solid circles)

F5:5 and with EIC detector simulations (open circles).
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3. Interjet Leading-Particle Correlations

• Fragmentation and “universality”

E1E2

σI→h1,h2

d3p1d3p2

= E1E2
∑
cd
z2
cz

2
d

σ̂I→cd

d3p1d3p2

⊗Dh1/c ⊗Dh2/d

≡ σ̂I→cd ⊗Dh1/c ⊗Dh2/d

The correlations built into σ̂I→cd are filtered by Dh1/c⊗Dh2/d. To the extent these are
known, there is a prediction for nonzero correlations in the factorized cross section

How “universal” are fragmentation functions?
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• Schematically, for e+e− annihilation, opposite-jet rc. Denoting C = ± and C̄ = ∓:

re+e−(z1, z2) =

∑
C=±

∑
F=f,f̄ [σ̂e+e−→F F̄ ⊗DπC/F ⊗DπC/F̄ − σ̂e+e−→F F̄ ⊗Dπā/F ⊗DπC̄/F̄ ]∑

a=±
∑
F=f,f̄ [σ̂e+e−→F F̄ ⊗DπC/F ⊗DπC/F̄ + σ̂e+e−→F F̄ ⊗DπC̄/F ⊗DπC̄/F̄ ]

• Similarly, for DIS with two jets (O(αs))

rDIS(z1, z2) =

∑
C=±

∑
F=f,f̄ [σ̂e−p→Fg ⊗DπC/F ⊗DπC/g − σ̂e−p→Fg ⊗DπC/F ⊗DπC̄/g]∑

a=±
∑
F=f,f̄ [σ̂e−p→Fg ⊗DπC/F ⊗DπC/g + σ̂e−p→Fg ⊗DπC/F ⊗DπC̄/g]
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• The inclusive asymmetry

rinclusive
c =

NCC −NCC̄

NCC +NCC̄

• Feature of gluon jets

DπC̄/g = DπC/g

• Ensures that

rDIS(z1, z2) = 0 +O(α2
s)

• A feature interited by any gluon jets
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• We should be able to investigate the transition between factorized and coherent flavor
flow using jet substructure methods.

• For example, soft drop. Correlations between leading particles in specified “splittings”.

• Can investigate in archived data for inclusive sum over charged particles.

13

Correlating leading dihadrons and subjets

• When an early split contains pNL, the correlation rc is stronger than for the inclusive data
set. An intriguing result, given that the inspiration for the first splitting is wide-angle
gluon radiation.
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Summary/Ourlook

• Flow of charge in pQCD

• Intrajet correlation rc

• Interjet/fragmentation correlations

• Conjecture that the transition between these two regimes will shed light on hadronization.

• Some interesting results from event generators, like rc for pions, kaons, protons, and
pi-K correlations.

• The effect is present in preliminary analysis of H1 data involving subjets.

• Experimental results are possible from existing facilities, from Belle to LHC, and for the
EIC, with these and other observables.
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